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Objectives 

• To help you understand the basics of: 

– Alaska’s revenues, spending and savings 

– The fiscal challenges we are facing 

– Options for addressing them 

 

• To help you be 

– effective candidates 

– effective future legislators 

 

• We are not advocating for any particular fiscal options 
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Alaska’s budget is complicated!! 

• Many different kinds of: 

– Revenues 

– Spending 

– Funds 

• Data may be: 

– Too simplistic 

– Too complicated 

– Contradictory 

– Not available at all 

– Out-of-date (don’t show what’s going on this year) 

• The “rules” are had to understand: 

– Oil taxes and credits 

– Spending formulas 

• Revenue projections are uncertain 
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If you work at it, you can understand the budget 

• Probably not completely, but a lot better than most people 

• The more you learn about the budget, the better you will be able to: 

– Understand the real budget issues and options 

– Influence your legislative colleagues and political outcomes 
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Ground rules 

• The session is completely off-the-record 

• Ask questions at any time 

– All questions are reasonable 

– No question is “too dumb” 

• We’ll try to answer questions as objectively as possible 

– We may not know all the answers 

• We welcome discussion of issues and options 

– But no “campaigning” 
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Outline of topics and approximate schedule 

• FISCAL FACTS (9:00-10:00) 

– Alaska’s fiscal challenge:  a short overview 

– State revenues 

– State spending 

– State savings funds 

– The Permanent Fund and Permanent Fund Dividends 

 

• FISCAL OPTIONS (10:00-11:00) 

– Cutting spending 

– Increasing spending 

– Using Permanent Fund earnings 

 

• OTHER TOPICS AND QUESITONS (11:00-12:00) 

– “Sustainable” spending 

– Economic impacts of fiscal options 
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Alaska’s fiscal 

challenge: 

a short 

overview 
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Alaska faces an extremely serious fiscal challenge. 

We are spending almost four times as much as our revenues. 

We are paying for the deficit by drawing down our savings. 
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This year’s (FY16) projected deficit is huge. 

FY16 unrestricted 

general fund spending 

$5.2 billion 

$3.9 billion 

(75% of 

spending) 

$1.3 billion 

Projected 

deficit 

Projected 

revenues 

$7,100 

per Alaskan 

$5,300 

per Alaskan 

$1,800 

per Alaskan “Per Alaskan” 

figures are based 

on 2014 Alaska 

population estimate 

of 735,601. 



We can’t continue to run huge deficits like this year’s. 

We don’t have enough savings. 

10 

projected funds remaining 

as of the start of FY17 



From 2005 to 2014, 

oil revenues 

averaged 90% of 

Alaska’s 

“unrestricted general 

fund revenues” 

 

Alaska has been extremely dependent on 

oil revenues to fund state government. 
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Our state revenues are extremely sensitive to oil prices 

—particularly production taxes, which are based on profits. 

$5.5 billion @ $115/barrel 

$1.6 billion 

@ $50/barrel 



Oil prices fell drastically over the past two years. 
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The price was 

$47/barrel on 

June 17 

FY12 

avg. was 

$113 

FY13 

avg. was 

$108 

FY14 

avg. was 

$108 

FY15 

avg. was 

$73 
FY16 

avg. is 

about $43 



Projected Historical 

$8.1 billion 

drop in oil 

revenues 

from 2012 

to 2016 

(91% drop) 

Since 2012, our oil revenues have fallen drastically. 
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From 2005 

to 2012 oil 

prices and 

revenues 

rose 

dramatically 



From 2005 to 2012, even though spending was rising, 

we ran big General Fund surpluses.  Since 2013 we 

have been running big General Fund  deficits. 

Projected Historical 
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We used the surpluses prior to 2012 to build up our savings reserve. 

Since 2013 we have been rapidly drawing down our reserves. 

Continued deficits of this year’s level could drain our reserves  in 2 years. 
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Projected Historical 



The legislature could also spend past Permanent Fund earnings 

which have accumulated in the “earnings reserve” of the Permanent Fund. 
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The legislature is allowed to use Permanent Fund earnings for any purpose. 

We have been spending about half of the earnings for dividends. 

We have been saving the rest of the earnings. 

The legislature could use any of the earnings for state government.  
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State 

Revenues 
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The Department of Revenue’s annual Fall Revenue Sources Book 

provides comprehensive data for and explanation of state revenues, 

as well as projections of future revenues. 

20 
http://www.tax.alaska.gov/programs/documentviewer/viewer.aspx?1236r 



The Department of Revenue’s annual Spring Revenue Sources Book 

is much shorter and mostly provides updated revenue projections. 
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The Fall Revenue 

Sources Book has 

a useful glossary 

that defines 

several important 

technical terms 

that are used for 

different kinds of 

state revenues. 
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The most recent year 

for which we have 

accurate revenue data 

is FY15. 

 

We are still in FY16 

(for another 8 days) 

and we don’t yet 

accurately know what 

our revenue has been 

this fiscal year. 

 

The legislature worked 

on the FY17 budget 

based on revenue 

projections for FY17 

which may or may not 

come true. 

Source:  Department of 

Revenue Spring 2016 

Revenue Sources Book, 

Executive Summary, 

page 3. 



There are two “dimensions” to state revenues: 

Revenue source:  where the money comes from 

Spending restrictions:  restrictions on how the money may be used 
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Revenue 

source 

Spending 

restrictions 

Source:  

Department of 

Revenue Fall 

2015 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

page 2. 



Most of the fiscal discussion is about unrestricted revenue 
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Revenue 

source 

Spending 

restrictions 

Source:  

Department of 

Revenue Fall 

2015 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

page 2. 
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Source:  

Department of 

Revenue Fall 

2015 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

page3. 



Designated 

General Fund 

Revenue

Other 

Restricted 

Revenue

Federal 

Revenue

Oil Revenue 1,688 667 3 2,358

Non-Oil Revenue 521 286 205 1,012

Investment Revenue 48 18 2,586 2,651

Federal Receipts 2,513 2,513

Total 2,257 304 3,458 2,516 8,534

Source:  Alaska Department of Revenue, Spring 2016 Revenue Forecast, Table 2-1.

Alaska State Revenues by Source and Restriction, FY15

Source

Unrestricted 

General Fund 

Revenue

Restricted Revenue

Total

Source:  Department 

of Revenue Fall 

2015 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

calculated from data 

on page 11. 



Designated 

General Fund 

Revenue

Other 

Restricted 

Revenue

Federal 

Revenue

Oil Revenue 1,688 667 3 2,358

Non-Oil Revenue 521 286 205 1,012

Investment Revenue 48 18 2,586 2,651

Federal Receipts 2,513 2,513

Total 2,257 304 3,458 2,516 8,534

Source:  Alaska Department of Revenue, Spring 2016 Revenue Forecast, Table 2-1.

Alaska State Revenues by Source and Restriction, FY15

Source

Unrestricted 

General Fund 

Revenue

Restricted Revenue

Total



Designated 

General Fund 

Revenue

Other 

Restricted 

Revenue

Federal 

Revenue

Oil Revenue 1,688 667 3 2,358

Non-Oil Revenue 521 286 205 1,012
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Source

Unrestricted 

General Fund 

Revenue

Restricted Revenue

Total



Designated 

General Fund 

Revenue

Other 

Restricted 

Revenue

Federal 

Revenue

Oil Revenue 1,688 667 3 2,358

Non-Oil Revenue 521 286 205 1,012
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Total 2,257 304 3,458 2,516 8,534
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Alaska State Revenues by Source and Restriction, FY15

Source

Unrestricted 

General Fund 

Revenue

Restricted Revenue

Total

University tuition 

Marine highway tickets 



Designated 

General Fund 

Revenue

Other 

Restricted 

Revenue

Federal 

Revenue

Oil Revenue 1,688 667 3 2,358

Non-Oil Revenue 521 286 205 1,012

Investment Revenue 48 18 2,586 2,651

Federal Receipts 2,513 2,513

Total 2,257 304 3,458 2,516 8,534

Source:  Alaska Department of Revenue, Spring 2016 Revenue Forecast, Table 2-1.

Alaska State Revenues by Source and Restriction, FY15

Source

Unrestricted 

General Fund 

Revenue

Restricted Revenue

Total

Permanent Fund 

earnings 



Both petroleum revenues and investment revenues 

have been highly variable in the past. 

 

Average petroleum revenues are projected to be lower in the future. 

Average investment revenues are projected to be higher in the future. 
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Source:  

Department of 

Revenue Fall 

2015 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

page 12. 



Oil 

Revenues 
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Alaska 

Department 

of Revenue 

projections 

of future North 

Slope oil 

production 
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Our oil revenues include taxes and royalties. 

 

There are three major kinds of oil taxes: 

Petroleum property tax 

Petroleum corporate income tax 

Oil & gas production tax 
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Historically, royalties and production taxes have accounted for by far 

the largest share of our oil revenues. 
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State revenues are extremely sensitive to oil prices 

—particularly production taxes, which are based on profits. 

$5.5 billion @ $115/barrel 

$1.3 billion 

@ 40/barrel 



Department of Revenue Spring 2016 Revenue Projections 
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Projections of future state revenues 

are highly uncertain and highly sensitive to 

price and production assumptions!!! 

This year we are spending $5.2 billion 



The Department of Revenue bases their projections on a single or 

“deterministic” assumption about future prices, although they start with an 

assumption about a “probabilistic” potential range for future prices.  
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Source:  Department of 

Revenue Spring 2016 

Revenue Sources Book. 



We don’t have a good record in projecting future oil production over 

more than two or three years. 
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We don’t have a good record in projecting future oil prices 

even one year ahead!! 
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We don’t have a good record in projecting future state revenues! 



Non-Oil 

Revenues 
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Source:  

Department of 

Revenue Spring 

2016 Revenue 

Sources Book, 

page 4. 
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State 

Spending 
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How we are spending $5.2 billion in FY16 

1,247 (96%) is 

K-12 formula 

641 (55%) is 

Medicaid formula 



Trends in General Fund spending, FY07-FY16 
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Legislative Finance Division website 

http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ 
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Legislative Finance Division fiscal summary . . . 

58 Source:  Legislative Finance Division, http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/FisSum/FY17-GovReq.pdf 



59 Source:  Legislative Finance Division, http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/FisSum/FY17-GovReq.pdf 
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67 Source:  Legislative Finance Division, http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/FisSum/FY17-GovReq.pdf 



Legislative Finance Division budget analysis tools . . . 

68 http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/BudgetAnalysisTools/LY2016/DisplayReports.php 
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State 

Savings 

Funds 
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We used the surpluses prior to 2012 to build up our savings reserve. 

Since 2013 we have been rapidly drawing down our reserves. 

Continued deficits of this year’s level could drain our reserves  in 2 years. 
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Projected Historical 



The 

Permanent 

Fund 
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The Permanent Fund is worth about $50 billion. 

We can only spend the realized earnings we have saved 

in the earnings reserve (about $7 billion). 
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25% of oil royalties 

(0.2 billion) 

Inflation 

Proofing 

($0.1 billion) 

Realized earnings 

($2.0 billion) 

Dividends 

($1.4 billion) 
half of average realized earnings 

over the past 5 years 

Earnings 

Reserve 
($6.8 billion) 

Principal 
($39.4 billion) 

How the Permanent Fund works . . . 

Dollar values 

are FY16 flows 

and estimated 

end-of-year 

values 

Unrealized 

earnings 
($ 3.4 billion) 



The Permanent Fund is earning more than our oil revenues. 



The legislature is allowed to use the earnings for any purpose. 

We have been spending about half of the earnings for dividends. 

We have been saving the rest of the earnings  
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87 

http://www.apfc.org/home/Content/home/index.cfm 



http://www.apfc.org/home/Content/publications/reportArchive.cfm 
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As Alaska becomes increasingly dependent on Permanent Fund 

investment returns (rather than oil revenues) some of the most 

important factors affecting Alaska’s fiscal future are becoming 

the rates of return earned by the Permanent Fund. 

Will these assumptions come true??? 



Options for 

closing the deficit 
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How should we close the deficit? 

We have four broad types of options: 

 

Cutting spending 
 

Increasing revenues 
-- Hope oil revenues increase 

-- Increase existing taxes 

-- Add new taxes 

 

Cutting dividends 
(and using the money to help fund government) 

 

Saving less 
(and using the money to help fund government) 



We can’t close a 3.6 billion deficit only by cutting spending. 

We would have to cut the budget by 2/3. 

1,247 (96%) is 

K-12 formula 

641 (55%) is 

Medicaid formula 

Cutting spending right takes time 

- to find efficiencies 

- to choose priorities 

- to figure out better ways of 

delivering services 
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Oil prices would have to rise above $115/barrel 

to eliminate the deficit in FY17. 

$2.7 billion @ $80/barrel 

This year we are spending $5.2 billion 



Even at higher oil prices, our revenues would fall over time 

as oil production falls. 

This year we are spending $5.2 billion 



We have many options for increasing revenues 

—but even all together they could only close about half the deficit. 



Alaskans pay much lower broad-based state taxes 

than residents of any other state.  

Alaska 103 



It would be difficult to close the funding gap 

by only cutting spending and increasing revenues. 

 

That’s why there has been so much discussion about using 

Permanent Fund earnings by some combination of: 

 

Cutting dividends 

Saving less 
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There are two ways we could use Permanent Fund earnings 

 to reduce the deficit: 

Cutting dividends (and using the money to help fund government) 

Saving less (and using the money to help fund government) 

 

Our projected FY16 deficit is 3.9 billion 
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GF 

deficit 

GF & 

PF 

deficit 



Two proposals for “re-plumbing” Alaska’s finances 

and using some Permanent Fund earnings for government 

• Senate Bill 114 

• Senate Bill 128 (Governor’s “Permanent Fund Protection Act”) 
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Alaska’s fiscal “plumbing”:  status quo 

 

General 

Fund 

 

Oil 

royalties 

Government 

spending 

Constitutional 

Budget 

Reserve 

Fund 

Non-Oil 

Revenues 

Oil 

taxes 

Permanent Fund 

earnings 

Dividend 

spending 

Permanent 

Fund 

Earnings 

Reserve 

Permanent 

Fund 

Principal 

Permanent fund 

earnings are used for 

dividends and inflation 

proofing 

3/4 of oil 

royalties 



SB 114 proposal:  “Swap” funding for dividends and government  

 

General 

Fund 

 

Oil 

royalties 

Government 

spending 

Constitutional 

Budget 

Reserve 

Fund 

Non-Oil 

Revenues 

Oil 

taxes 

Permanent Fund 

earnings 

Dividend 

spending 

Permanent 

Fund 

Earnings 

Reserve 

Permanent 

Fund 

Principal 

3/4 of oil 

royalties 

Annual payout  

= 5% of average 

market value over the 

past 5 years. 

 

No inflation proofing 



Governor’s proposal:  All oil revenues would go to the Permanent Fund, which would make 

a fixed annual payout to fund government.  Dividend payouts would be based on royalties. 

 

General 

Fund 

 

Oil 

royalties 

Government 

spending 

Constitutional 

Budget 

Reserve 

Fund 

Non-Oil 

Revenues 

Oil 

taxes 

Permanent Fund 

earnings 

Dividend 

spending 

Permanent 

Fund 

Earnings 

Reserve 

Permanent 

Fund 

Principal 

50% of oil 

royalties 

Fixed annual payout to 

the General Fund 

(estimated @ $3.2 B) 



“Re-plumbing” wouldn’t give us more money. 

 

It could: 

• Provide a sustainable way of using Permanent Fund earnings to 

help pay for government 

• Provide a way of cutting dividends 

• Provide a way of saving less 

• Provide more stable government funding 

– But only if the legislature follows the formulas 
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